
News travels fast in the archery industry, and short-
ly after Horton’s financial troubles put Chief
Operating Officer Mark Bower out of a job, he got

a call from Eastman Outdoors Founder Bob Eastman.
Eastman invited his old friend to come to work for the X-
Force division that produces entry level and mid-priced
models from U.S. and imported components.

“I’ve worked at Horton since 1987, but Bob and I go
back longer than that,” Bower told me at the X-Force
booth in the main hall for the Kinsey’s Dealer Show. “In
fact we hunted Zambia together back in 1984.” Bower
rented an apartment by the Flushing, Michigan head-
quarters which are home to the Gorilla and Gorilla Gear
brands, keeping his Ohio home to return to on week-
ends. He seemed very comfortable with the X-Force line,
since the price range it sells at is very similar to what
Horton was hitting, with a suggested retail of $399 to
$699.

Bower said the X-Force bows offer high performance
and good value. All three use Gordon Glass for the quad
limbs. Strings and cables are synthetic, not steel, and
they’re made with quality material from Brownell &
Company. Limbs are tipped with high performance alu-
minum cams.

The base model X-Force 300DX has a skeletal syn-
thetic stock that incorporates a pistol grip. The stock
and barrel are molded as one piece, with metal rein-
forcing the barrel portion and providing a solid
mount for the cast aluminum riser that carries the
limb cups.  The draw weight peaks at 165 pounds
during the 12 inch power stroke, providing an arrow
speed of 300 fps and 80 pounds of kinetic energy. The
suggested retail price is $399.

For $100 more, retailers can sell the X-Force 500LX
that boosts kinetic energy to 105 foot pounds and arrow
speed to 315 fps. “On the X-Force 500LX we use a bull
pup design for the stock that moves the trigger forward
of where the string latches,” Bower explained. “That
helps you keep the draw length long without making the
crossbow long.” Draw weight is the same 165 pounds as
on the X-Force 300, but here it’s working over a 14 inch
power stroke. The X-Force 500 uses a Silent-Tech coating
like the Gorilla treestands, which is comfortable to hold
and helps quiet any contact with trees or treestands.

Bower said the 500XL was his personal favorite, since
it offers plenty of performance in a nice, quite and com-
pact crossbow.

“For the guy who has to have the ultimate, our X-
Force 800 Pro has a machined barrel and riser and a 16
inch power stroke,” Bower said.  The barrel receives a

hard anodized coating and is also
impregnated with Teflon to reduce friction. With the
ability to hold peak weight over 4 more inches than you
can with the base model, it generates 117 foot pounds of
kinetic energy and is rated at 340 fps by the manufactur-
er. The longer power stroke does make it more difficult to
cock, which is why the Michigan firm offers a choice of
either a rope-style or crank-style cocking aid as part of
the accessories kit. The suggested retail price is $699.

To reach Bower or the customer service team at
Eastman Outdoors, call (800) 241-4833.
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Horton Veteran Heads X-Force

Mark Bower holds the X-Force 500LX. The more powerful 800
Pro is shown below with its film dip finish of Mossy

Oak BreakUp and accessory package.
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